Non-Sterile Gowning Procedure
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Don two pairs of
cleanroom gloves, placing
the second pair over the
first pair.
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Remove hood from
packaging making sure
that the I.D. label is on
the inside. Don hood.
Adjust the hood for a
comfortable, yet snug fit
using the adjusting snaps.
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Roll down donning gloves
slightly to expose cuff.
Snap cuffs of coverall
(if applicable). Place
cleanroom working
gloves over or under the
cuff depending on your
requirement.
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Don bouffant hair cover
and a pair of shoe covers
prior to entering the
controlled environment or
outer corridor.

Remove coverall from
package. Grasp coverall by
the garment to unfold, yet
not to touch the ground.
Unzip coverall.
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Remove boots from
package and don the
first boot. Snap upper
leg and buckle straps as needed.
Swivel that leg to the clean zone
without making contact with the
top of the bench (if applicable).
Don second the second boot.
Swivel that leg to the clean zone
without making contact with the
top of the bench (if applicable).
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Enter the change room
across tacky mat or other
debris control mat taking
at least three steps with
each foot.

Grasp right cuff to bottom
right of zipper and left cuff
to bottom left of zipper.
Gather coveralls upper torso
and step into the coverall.
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Don goggles. Place
goggles so they cover
the exposed eye area.
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Select proper size
garments (hood, boots,
coverall & goggles)

Tuck in the hood.
Completely zip up all
zippers. Snap the collar
and anklets of coverall (if
applicable).
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Use a mirror to check
proper gowning.
Discard donning
gloves and enter the
cleanroom.

Non-Sterile De-Gowning Procedure
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Sit on the bench. Swivel
both legs over to the
entry zone without
making contact with the
top of the bench.

If you do not intend
to re-don the same
garment, place
the garment in the
appropriate receptacle
for reprocessing.

Hang goggles on hanger
or on front snap of
coverall. Garment bags
may also be used for
storage.
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Remove goggles. Remove
boots one at a time
without letting the tops
touch the step or floor
areas.

If garments are to be
re-donned, garments
must be hung or stored in
a controlled environment.
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Continue to use a bench
to avoid accidental
contact with the floor and
remove your coverall.
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If coverall is hung snap
both boots to the back of
your coverall legs so the
boot tops do not come in
contact with the floor.
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Grasp cuffs to waist and
remove the coverall.
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Remove hood and snap
it to the sleeve or neck
opening.

Ask your PCS
professional for a
copy of our Gowning
and De-Gowning
Video.
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Exit the change room
then dispose of bouffant
hair cover, shoe covers
appropriately.
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End Result. Proper storage
configuration for reuse.

